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Plastic Pollution and Recycling Modernization Act

July 13, 2023
Zoom Webinar

Materials Management |  Oregon Department of Environmental Quality



Agenda
Time Topic

9 a.m. Welcome and meeting overview
9:10 a.m. Introductions
9:30 a.m. Rulemaking orientation
9:50 a.m. Recycling Modernization Act background
10:15 a.m. Break*
10:30 a.m. Overview of some Rulemaking 2024 topics

11 a.m. Rule concept presentation and discussion: Living Wage and Supportive 
Benefits*

12 p.m. Public input
12:15 p.m. Continue discussion and next steps
12:30 p.m. Meeting adjourns*

2*Note: Times subject to change and topics may begin and end earlier than listed



Webinar Tips

Join audio either by phone or computer, not both

For panelist discussion and comments, use the raise hand button to get in the queue; 
if by phone press *9

This meeting is being recorded

For Zoom issues email stephanie.caldera@deq.oregon.gov or text 971-279-9517
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Meeting Ground Rules
• Listen and treat everyone with 

respect
• Allow one person to speak at a 

time 
• please raise your hand

• Move around and take care of 
yourself as needed

• Share constructive feedback on 
rule concepts
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Introductions- DEQ Staff
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Roxann Nayar, RMA Rulemaking Coordinator

Arianne Sperry, RMA Implementation Lead; lead for contamination-
reduction programs topic

Stephanie Caldera, lead for living wage and supportive benefits topic



Introductions- DEQ Staff
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Justin Gast, lead for processor permit/certification and fees topics

Nicole Portley, PRO Program Plan lead; lead for life cycle impact    
evaluation, covered product exemption topics

Blaine Mershon, lead for Material Impact Reduction and Reuse topic



Introductions- RAC
Name Affiliation Representing

Maria Gabriela 
Buamscha Lanin Iman Consulting Community

Claire Dorfman Amazon Producer
Rob Jones (alternate 
for Chris Drier) Waste Management Commingled Recycling Processing 

Facility
Rick Dukes H2 Compliance Producer Responsibility Organization

Sydney Harris Upstream Solutions Environmental 

Marcel Howard GAIA Environmental

Warren Johnson Metro Local Government

Kristin Leichner Pride Disposal Service Provider

Doug Mander Circular Action Alliance Producer Responsibility Organization
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Introductions- RAC
Name Affiliation Representing

Catherine McCausland Reverse Logistics Group 
Americas Producer Responsibility Organization

Neil Menezes General Mills Producer

Katy Nesbitt Wallowa County Local Government

Rick Paul Rimrock Recycling Community

Will Posegate Garten Services Inc. Commingled Recycling Processing 
Facility

Tracey Reed Rogue Basin Partnership Community

Greg Ryan Pioneer Recycling Services Commingled Recycling Processing 
Facility

Dave Larmouth (alternate 
for Aimee Thompson) Dahl Disposal Service Service Provider
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Role of the RAC
• Part of the public involvement 

process
• Advisory-only, not a decision-

making body
• Provides feedback and 

comments on proposed rule 
concepts 

• Input is not limited to these 
meetings
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Rulemaking Timeline: 2023-2024
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Nov
2024
EQC 

Meeting
1 day

May - June
Public Comment 

Period
~30 days

July 2023 – April
RAC Meetings

~10 months

July - Oct
Evaluating 
comments 

received and 
making changes 

as needed



Rulemaking Orientation

• Charter
• Rule development process
• Role of the RAC
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Committee Charter
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• Roles
• DEQ facilitator
• Committee
• Non-committee attendees

• Committee meetings
• Open to the public
• Advertised through the GovDelivery 

notice
• Accessible via Zoom webinar 

• Decision making responsibilities
• Public involvement



Rule Development Process
• Background research and 

engagement
• Consultation with RAC
• Draft rule language
• Public notice rule language
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Developing rule language
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The rule indicates that 
new PROs can submit 
draft program plans 
during the 180-day 
renewal periods or at 
other times with prior 
department approval.



Questions?
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2021 
Legislative 

Session
Additional 

negotiations and 
amendments

Bill passed in June
Gov. signed in 

August

Late 2020 
DEQ 

Legislative 
Concept and 
negotiations

2018-2020
Recycling 
Steering 

Committee

2017-2018
National 
Sword: 

International 
recycling 
market 

disruptions

RMA History
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Unstable markets and unfavorable economic 
signals

No assurance of responsible recycling

Solutions

Statewide collection list, promotion and 
educational materials

Commodity risk fee protects ratepayers

Processor permitting

Public confusion over what can be recycled.

Recycling
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Challenges

Inequities throughout the recycling system Responsible end markets and 
social equity elements



Plastic Pollution

Lack of reduction goals, accountability

Waste prevention programs

Reducing lifecycle impacts

Plastic packaging recycling goals

Increasing plastic pollution and waste

Increasing production and consumption 
of single-use plastic

SolutionsChallenges
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More waste and more recycling over time
Recycling becomes easier and 
more accessible



Extended Producer Responsibility
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consumption
disposal retail 

distribution

extracting -
processing

extractive 
demand

processin
g

home and 
business use

built stock

international 
transportation

manufacturing

end-of-life 
management

productionextraction

domestic 
transportation



Key Roles 

Join a PRO and pay annual membership fees

Collect producer fees and administer the program

Update recycling services to meet standards

Meet new permitting and certification standards

Producers

PRO(s)
Local Govts, 
Service Providers

Processors

Implement and oversee the ActDEQ

20

Recycling Council Advise DEQ and the PRO(s)



Questions?
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Break
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Rule Topics Preview
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Living wage and supportive benefits, part 1

Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program
Contamination reduction programs and Oregon’s diverse communities

Meeting 1

Meeting 2

Meeting 3
Recycling processor permit and certification programs
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 1
Living wage and supportive benefits, part 2

Meeting 4
Fees for recycling processors
Covered product exemptions and defining packaging
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 2

Meeting 5 Local government reimbursement for contamination evaluation
Refining definition of “recyclable material”

Meeting 6 Draft Racial Equity and Fiscal Impact Statements
Preview of draft rules



Rule Topics Preview
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Living wage and supportive benefits, part 1

Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program
Contamination reduction programs and Oregon’s diverse communities

Meeting 1

Meeting 2

Meeting 3
Recycling processor permit and certification programs
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 1
Living wage and supportive benefits, part 2

Meeting 4
Fees for recycling processors
Covered product exemptions and defining packaging
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 2

Meeting 5 Local government reimbursement for contamination evaluation
Refining definition of “recyclable material”

Meeting 6 Draft Racial Equity and Fiscal Impact Statements
Preview of draft rules



Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program

The Act requires:
• “program to reduce the 

environmental impacts of 
covered products” 

• “means other than waste 
recovery”

ORS 459A.941 
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Criteria
DEQ may:
• Enter into agreements
• Provide grants or loans

Must consider: 
• environmental benefits
• human health benefits
• social and economic benefits
• cost-effectiveness
• needs of economically distressed or underserved communities.
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Covered products



• September 2023 rule concept
• 2024 proposal to EQC

Start Program 
Implementation

July 2026
Program 

Implementation 
Planning

2024-2026
Propose rules 

to EQC

2024
Rule making 

process

2023 

Anticipated Timeline 
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Living wage and supportive benefits, part 1

Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program
Contamination reduction programs and Oregon’s diverse communities

Meeting 1

Meeting 2

Meeting 3
Recycling processor permit and certification programs
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 1
Living wage and supportive benefits, part 2

Meeting 4
Fees for recycling processors
Covered product exemptions and defining packaging
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 2

Meeting 5 Local government reimbursement for contamination evaluation
Refining definition of “recyclable material”

Meeting 6 Draft Racial Equity and Fiscal Impact Statements
Preview of draft rules

Rule Topics Preview
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Permitted facilities will be required to: 
o Sort and manage materials to reduce 

contamination.
o Market materials to responsible end 

markets.
o Evaluate and report on inbound 

material quality and contamination.
ORS 459A.955

Picture courtesy of Justin Gast

Processor Permit and Certification Programs
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Picture courtesy of Justin Gast

CRPF Fees
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Picture courtesy of Dylan de 
Thomas



Contamination Management Fee

Contamination Management Fee is a 
per-ton fee to be paid by PRO(s) to 
compensate processors for the costs 
of removing and disposing covered 
products that are contaminants. 

ORS 459A.920s

Picture courtesy of Justin Gast
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Processor Commodity Risk Fee

Processor Commodity Risk Fee is to 
be paid by the PRO(s) to processors 
to ensure that producers share in the 
costs of fully processing commingled 
recyclables. 

ORS 459A.923

Picture courtesy of Justin Gast
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Processor Commodity Risk Fee

• PCRF will be based on the eligible 
processing costs of facilities less the 
average commodity value of 
recyclable materials processed.

• Anticipated program costs are 
additional costs related to any new 
requirements that are anticipated 
prior to the next review of the PCRF.  

Picture courtesy of Justin Gast
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Fees Study

Picture courtesy of Justin Gast

• DEQ contracted a study to inform 
fee development.

• Both studies are voluntary. 
• DEQ will conduct the study every 

1-5 years.
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Living wage and supportive benefits, part 1

Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program
Contamination reduction programs and Oregon’s diverse communities

Meeting 1

Meeting 2

Meeting 3
Recycling processor permit and certification programs
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 1
Living wage and supportive benefits, part 2

Meeting 4
Fees for recycling processors
Covered product exemptions and defining packaging
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 2

Meeting 5 Local government reimbursement for contamination evaluation
Refining definition of “recyclable material”

Meeting 6 Draft Racial Equity and Fiscal Impact Statements
Preview of draft rules

Rule Topics Preview
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Life Cycle Impact Evaluation
• Reducing environmental impacts of covered products is an 

overarching goal of the Act ORS 459A.860

• Understanding life cycle impacts of products is one pathway to 
accomplish this.
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Large producers must disclose impacts

Largest 25 producers in the state 
disclose impacts of 1% of their 
products every two years using 
standards and methods 
determined in rule

ORS 459A.944
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Products with lower impacts = lower fees

PRO(s) must take life cycle impacts into consideration when 
developing formula(s) to adjust fees

38

(a) Post-consumer recycled content
(b) Product-to-package ratio
(c) Producer’s choice of material
(d) Life cycle environmental impacts
(e) Recycling rate

ORS 459A.884(4)



Approach: Category + Clarifying Rules
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What is a product category rule? 
Helps compare impacts of different 
products. Specifies:
• Scope and evaluation goals
• Calculation methods for specific 

products
• Requirements for data and 

sources
• Impact categories
• Report format
• Procedures for reviewing



Covered Product Exemptions
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• A list of exemptions from “covered 
product” appears in statute at 
ORS 459A.863(6)(b)(A)-(R)

• (R) in this list is “Any other 
material, as determined…(in) rule, 
after consultation with the 
(Recycling Council).

• Requests received in May-June 
are being assessed for the 
strength of their rationale and the 
likelihood of adverse impacts.



Rule Topics Preview
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Living wage and supportive benefits, part 1

Material Impact Reduction and Reuse Program
Contamination reduction programs and Oregon’s diverse communities

Meeting 1

Meeting 2

Meeting 3
Recycling processor permit and certification programs
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 1
Living wage and supportive benefits, part 2

Meeting 4
Fees for recycling processors
Covered product exemptions and defining packaging
Life cycle impact evaluation and disclosure standards, part 2

Meeting 5 Local government reimbursement for contamination evaluation
Refining definition of “recyclable material”

Meeting 6 Draft Racial Equity and Fiscal Impact Statements
Preview of draft rules



Racial Equity and Fiscal Impacts
• Racial Equity Statement

– DEQ must identify how amended, repealed or adopted rule(s) will affect 
racial equity in Oregon.

• Fiscal Impact Statement
– Identifies state agencies, local government, small and large businesses 

and members of the public, that may be economically affected 
– Estimates economic impact on state agencies, local government and the 

public 
– Projects significant economic impact on businesses
– Describes the cost of compliance for affected small businesses
– Estimates housing cost impacts
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Questions?
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Draft rule concept 

Living wage and supportive benefits
• Legislative intent and 

background
• Proposed definitions

– “workers at the facility”
– “living wage” and related data 

sources
– “supportive benefits”

• Discussion/Committee 
feedback
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Background and legislative intent
Effective Jan. 1, 2027:
• A local government, the local government’s 

service provider or a commingled recycling 
reload facility may not deliver to a commingled 
recycling processing facility commingled 
recyclables that were collected pursuant to the 
uniform statewide collection list established 
under ORS 459A.914 unless:
– The processor provides workers at the facility 

with a living wage and supportive benefits, as 
defined by the rule by the Environmental 
Quality Commission.

ORS 459A.905(2)(c)
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Definition: “workers at the facility”

DEQ draft proposal
A person whose primary work assignment 
location is the facility for at least 51 percent of 
their total scheduled work hours in the 
standard pay period, as defined by the facility. 

A worker retains this status regardless of 
tasks or type of work performed at the facility. 
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Definition: “living wage”

DEQ draft proposal
“living wage” means a wage one full-time worker must earn on an hourly basis 
to help cover the cost of their household’s minimum basic needs where they live 
without additional income or subsidization. 

47
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Living wage data source(s)
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Proposed data source: MIT Living Wage Calculator



MIT Living Wage Calculator parameters

Proposed parameters 
• Location: County 
• Household: Two working 

adults, two dependents
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Definition: “supportive benefits”
Technical workgroup survey responses:
• Health insurance (medical, dental, vision)
• Disability insurance (short-term, long-term) 
• Life insurance options
• Retirement (employer-paid contributions or match, 

availability of other retirement savings accounts)
• Paid time off (sick leave, vacation, holidays, other special 

types of leave)
• Training and career development (paid time, paid training)
• Travel reimbursements (transit passes, personal vehicle 

mileage, bike/walk support)
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Discussion: Living wage and supportive benefits

What additional data sources might  DEQ consider, as backup support 
if the MIT Living Wage Calculator is no longer available, for the hourly 
wage figure calculations?

Do the proposed location and household composition parameters seem 
to meet the legislative and statutory intent for this draft rule concept?

What other data or information would help inform the Environmental 
Quality Commission’s decision related to the supportive benefits portion 
of the draft rule concept? Who else should we talk with?
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Next steps for rule concept
• Compile feedback, reply to questions

– Email additional questions and feedback to 
recycling.2024@deq.oregon.gov

– Continue research, partner discussions for supportive benefit 
options

• Refined draft proposed rule concept brought to Nov. RAC meeting 
for additional review and input
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Public Input Period

To provide input, message 
Hosts and Panelists 

in the chat.

Input can also be emailed to 
recycling.2024@deq.oregon.gov
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Next steps
• Connect with your networks
• Email any questions or 

feedback to: 
recycling.2024@deq.oregon.gov

• Enjoy your summer 
adventures!

• Next RAC meeting is Sept. 19, 
2023
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More info
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Sign-up for GovDelivery notifications
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/ORDEQ/subscriber/new?topic_id=ORDE
Q_633

Recycling 2024 Webpage: 
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/rulemaking/Pages/recycling2024.aspx

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/ORDEQ/subscriber/new?topic_id=ORDEQ_633
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/ORDEQ/subscriber/new?topic_id=ORDEQ_633
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/rulemaking/Pages/recycling2024.aspx


Title VI and alternative formats

DEQ does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, disability, age or sex in 
administration of its programs or activities. 

Visit DEQ’s Civil Rights and Environmental Justice page.

Español |  한국어 | 繁體中文 |  Pусский |  Tiếng Việt العربیة |
Contact: 800-452-4011  |  TTY: 711  |  deqinfo@deq.state.or.us
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https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/about-us/Pages/titleVIaccess.aspx
mailto:deqinfo@deq.state.or.us
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